April BOM winner: Debbie Craig won 28 of the Windmill Variation blocks.

May BOM winner: Jen Shipp won 19 of the May Basket blocks.

* For July meeting *

FOURTH OF JULY  9” (9 ½” unfinished)

Fabrics: Red, white and blue . . . of course
red and blue prints
white solid or tone on tone print

Cut: background
1 - 3 ½” X 3 ½”
4 - 2” X 3 ½” rectangles
4 - large triangles from 3 ½” strip and use the Easy Angle cutting tool
red print
4 - large triangles from 3 ½” strip and use the Easy Angle cutting tool
8 - smaller triangles from 2” strip “ “ “ “ “ “ “
dark blue print
8 - smaller triangles from 2” strip and use the Easy Angle cutting too.